
The Brief

Riseholme Hall and Gardens (Grade II) originates from the mid C18th but was later 
redeveloped in a neo-classical style.

The Vision

Riseholme is a small village within the Lincolnshire fens and 
in every respect any proposed intensification in use with 
the introduction of a new and expanded community has to be 
planned and undertaken with extreme sensitivity and respect to 
the place that currently exists. Our approach to this commission 
is therefore fully collaborative and consultative, with the aim of 
bringing the local community; key stakeholders; local landowners 
and residents together in a shared and unified vision. 

With Riseholme Hall’s continued role as a university education 
facility within a largely farming and rural community, there is a 
unique opportunity to vision a place which is both sensitive to 
the land, and the impact that development has on the ecological 
equilibrium of the area. Any new development must therefore 
integrate with the existing village character and work with the 
heritage and landscape setting of the existing core estate and 
the wider environs. A new community of up to 750 homes could 
provide a mixed offer of private and rented affordable eco-homes, 
sustainably conceived and developed to minimise environmental 
impact; waste; water and energy consumption.

The delivery of the project might include an element of self-build, 
utilising low impact materials and constructional techniques. 
There could be a mix of units to suit the needs of the local 
population and there could be an element of live/work or craft–
based industry, complementary to the current farming and 
agricultural activity. 

Opportunities might exist for the community to engage in training 
or skills based workshops run by the University and there could 
be wider possibilities for growing plant foods crops, or farming 
livestock for the benefit of the village community. 

A strategic plan to minimise waste and reduce consumption 
could be adopted utilising the latest environmental technologies 
including such possibilities as rainwater harvesting; solar energy 
and bio-fuel harvesting and composting. The locality could 
also be a haven for wildlife, flora and fauna, enhancing the bio-
diversity of the area. 

The urban structure of the proposed development should be 
conservation driven and delivered in such a way as to enhance 
and reinforce the historic character of the existing core estate. 
Our approach would be to identify options to enhance the place 
and to create a logical focus for community participation and 
recreation, and therefore existing buildings and landscape 
features, such as the Church and the lake are very much part of 
that community focus. 

Our vision is to provide sensitive and high quality accommodation 
to enhance the existing community. In its truest sense, the project 
offers the potential to provide a holistically planned and extended 
settlement which enhances the natural and historic environment 
and provides much needed high-quality social and private 
housing and local employment in an attractive, healthy and 
diverse modern community.

The Proposal

This public exhibition is being held to allow the University of 
Lincoln to consult with members of the public on its proposed 
multi-million pound investment in its Riseholme Campus. 

The proposals aim to secure the future of the campus as an 
educational and heritage asset as well as growing its specialist 
research programmes within the agri-food technology industry.
The potential for around 750 new homes which are required to 
partly cross-fund the investment is a fundamental part of creating 
a sustainable and viable future for the campus.

Planned investment will include:

• A new University sports hub which will include new outdoor 
sports facilities supported by a fully serviced club house for use 
by the University and the local community.  

• Improved community access to the woodlands, parklands 
and lake.  

• Retained University Use of Riseholme Hall for continued 
education purposes.

• Retained ownership of the Stable Block to create a new 
village hub.

• Retained management of the woodland, parkland and lake 
with improved public access.

Riseholme has a key role to play in the University’s significant 
contribution to Lincolnshire’s agriculture and food manufacturing 
sectors, particularly through its Lincoln Institute for Agri-food 
Technology (LIAT), which is pursuing innovative research in 
technologies such as ‘smart farming’ and autonomous robotic 
systems.

The LIAT brings together specialisms in life sciences, computer 
science, engineering and food manufacturing, and Riseholme 
represents an important platform for its researchers alongside the 
University’s National Centre for Food Manufacturing at Holbeach. 
Together these facilities all form part of the emerging agri-tech 
corridor from Immingham to Lincoln. 

The suggested development at Riseholme is therefore based 
upon a number of principles. The most fundamental and 
overarching principle is that any new development should in every 
way seek to enhance; both visually and physically the locality; 
as well as enhance the existing landscape and heritage context. 
In exploring the design options which form part of this design 
process, we have sought to create a place which enhances the 
locality, enriches the current parish, and looks to offer something 
exceptional to the market with universal appeal. 
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